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B

runel’s vision was of a seamless journey from London into
New York Harbour via Bristol on one single ticket. It was an
extraordinary concept and like all great pioneering ideas, was
way of ahead of its time. From east to west by land and sea. Fantastic!
But somebody wanted to prevent this vision and the question is why?
In the late 1840s, Brunel devised a
brilliant and innovative plan which
would have arrested Bristol’s decline
from maritime and commercial
supremacy for at least a generation.
He was very aware of the
topographical restrictions of the River
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Avon in Bristol; which appeared on the
face of it, to be unsolvable.

Portbury pier

But Isambard Kingdom Brunel had
the solution. Why not construct a
massive deep water harbour and pier at

Portbury? A railway spur from Temple
Meads Station would link the two
together for a continuous journey.
And so a plan was in place. It
was secured not only by an Act of
Parliament, but also by a very substantial
financial investment and share capital
amounting to £200,000 from the Bristol
Merchants – a fortune in those days.
Why then was the project abandoned
inexplicably in 1852? Who and what
force was behind a project that would
have brought so much additional
prosperity to this city? It made no sense.
Many of the real answers lay
concealed in the mists of time, but 18
months of extensive research have

revealed some of the secrets and
mysteries of this compelling piece
of Bristol history. And they form the
perfect ingredients for Brunel’s Vision:
One Single Ticket, a Victorian drama set
in and around the city. Clifton would
inevitably play a central role in the
telling of this story.
The narrative takes the form and
style of a fast-moving action piece with
plenty of drama and intrigue. The story
is told at a breathless pace, combining
suspense, pursuit and danger.
What makes this story different is the
combination of fusing fact and fiction;
of blending real people and real places
with those of invention. Like its real-life
back story, it is a yarn packed with twists
and turns set in very familiar places. You
know exactly where they are and can
imagine precisely how they would have
looked back then.

The protagonist

Harry Brooke is at the heart of the story.
A seasoned veteran of the 1842 Afghan
War, Brooke is now a retired soldier
involved in private investigatory work in

London. His niche is solving problems for
various clients, chasing diamond thieves
and charming the ladies of London’s
elegant Victorian society.
But war has taken its toll on Harry
and quite by chance an opportunity
presents itself, which changes his life. It
takes him from the murky underworld of
London, to the mansions of Clifton.
Through one Cornelius Arbuthnott
of Blackfriars Solicitors, in the City of
London, Brooke is summoned by Brunel
to his drawing office in Bristol. Brunel
has a problem: vital architectural designs
and drawings are being leaked to a third
party. He doesn’t know how because
nothing is actually stolen. He doesn’t
know who, that person remains an
enigma. But, he most certainly knows
why. A puzzle and certain danger lie in
Harry Brooke’s tracks. He has to find
answers and fast.
The content of these documents
of course describe the Portbury Pier
and Railway plans in detail – Bristol’s
immediate maritime future – transAtlantic travel between Britain and
America.

The obvious culprits for this mystery
are the canny merchants of Liverpool;
fierce rivals of Brunel and his devoted
GWR team in Bristol.
From the moment he leaves
Paddington Station, Harry Brooke
becomes embroiled in the dark shadows
of the unseen enemy, ruthless and
determined to see Brunel’s vision fail.
And the clock is ticking.
But as the mystery begins slowly to
unfold, it becomes apparent that the
enemy is far from what we imagined and
their motives are of personal revenge
and power. And they will stop at nothing.

The research

As we know, Brunel’s Portbury scheme
never came to fruition and was
abandoned inexplicably in 1852. There
is no clue as to the truth; but the notion
of vested interest and double-dealing
seems obvious from the historical
documents we have uncovered. Or more
aptly from the documents we have been
unable to discover.
So what exactly did happen back
then? Why did such a viable enterprise

Left: Joseph Walter’s lithograph shows
how the Portbury Pier could have looked if
Brunel’s plans had come to fruition

Lithography courtesy of Bristol Museums Galleries
and Archives

Above: The Portbury Pier plans. An
expensive endeavour that came to naught

Image courtesy of the ss Great Britain Trust
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Author Robert Wallace has
written other tales set in and
around Bristol since 2008.
Find more information at
rob-wallace.co.uk

bristol
mystery
Bristol author Robert Wallace had
his first book Clara’s Secret and
Other Bristol Mysteries published by
Tangent Books in 2008.
Four tales in one Clara’s Secret
contains four short stories – (Clara’s
Secret, In the blink of an eye, From
reel to real and The Bristol blue
vase). Each are set in and around
Bristol, focusing primarily on events
in Clifton.
An element of truth Like Wallace’s
other work, each tale blends fact
with fiction: an antique bath in a
house in Clifton sheds new light on
an old mystery; a wedding in Stoke
Bishop is attended by a ghostly apparition; a job applicant is sent on a
mission to find a Bristol blue vase;
and where did the Crown Jewels
spend the Second World War?

Clara’s Secret and other Bristol Mysteries

Image used with permission of Tangent Publishers
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Brunel’s plans show the route from Bedminster, through to Pill and on to Portbury
Image courtesy of the ss Great Britain Trust

simply disappear? The cost of lost
opportunity to Bristol would have been
huge. The mail service contract alone
would have been hugely valuable, let
alone the passenger and cargo business.
In my story I had to invent an
explanation to fit in with the facts. But
one thing was for certain, there was one
document I desperately wanted to find
in order to discover whether a planned
rail route actually existed. Brunel was a
thorough, meticulous man…

The hunt

This was of course, The Portbury Pier
and Railway Company, Plan and Section
1845. Engineer – I.K. BRUNEL (see the
original engraving on the previous page).
But surely neither this nor any of
the other original documents could
possibly have survived intact for those
intervening 168 years. How would we
find one? Where do we start? Nobody
even seemed to know about them, let
alone where they were!
And so the game was afoot. Stuart
Amesbury, an old friend began the
hunt; meticulously searching websites,
old auction catalogues and museum
databases. Finally, after months of work,
his tenacity paid off.
As you can see (see route picture,
top left) it shows Brunel’s projected line
from the Bristol and Exeter Railway at
Bedminster; through Southville – Clift
House – Rownham Ferry – Abbots
Leigh – Pill and on to the proposed
Pier development site. We had actual
physical proof!
The Joseph Walter lithograph shows
Brunel’s proposed floating pier, landing
place and steam packet harbour at

Portbury. One can easily imagine
the ladies and gentlemen of the day
disembarking from the GWR train and
boarding the ss Great Britain bound for
the New World. What an adventure!
With their wooden travel trunks,
billowing skirts, top hats, a frenzy of
excitement and anticipation. (Lithograph
is reproduced by courtesy of Bristol
Museums Galleries and Archives.)
There is also a fascinating Railways
Abandonment document (dated
February 5, 1852). And although this
describes names of fictitious parties,
share under-subscription, huge
payments and parliamentary expenses,
no actual explanation is given. It remains
a total mystery to this day.
Two of the most important locations
in the story are the Royal Western Hotel
in St George’s Road, off Park Street and
Royal Fort, Tyndall’s Park, Clifton.
The former was originally built
for passengers in transit and was a
dedicated railway hotel. I have taken
tremendous liberty with this and set it as
Brunel’s Bristol residence.
The location is perfect for a Victorian
drama and one can imagine the horse
drawn taxis – phaetons – hammering
along the cobbled stone streets outside.
Inside, Brunel, Thomas Guppy and Harry
Brooke gather to try and get to the
bottom of the mystery.
The latter is Royal Fort, completed
in 1861. In my story, it is the music
academy in Clifton where Harry Brooke
goes to hear Isabelle, Brunel’s French
niece play Beethoven’s Moonlight
Sonata. And it is the start of not only a
romance, but also a vicious attack upon
Harry in the cold night. But what do his

attackers want and more importantly,
how do they know he is there?

The Box Tunnel

The Box Tunnel provides the location for
the closing scenes of the story and the
theory that light shines directly through
it from east to west on the anniversary
of Brunel’s birthday, April 9.
This extraordinary phenomenon is
very helpful to Harry Brooke and his
associate Captain Peter Bishop. You’ll
have to wait to find out why!
It is said that Brunel came to Clifton
to convalesce after his accident at
Rotherhithe. It is also rumoured that
he rode the entire length of the GWR
route on horseback, before it was built,
imagining and planning in his mind the
completed broad-gauge line.
His vision was extraordinary and
the monuments in Bristol are still
there today, in particular, the Clifton
Suspension Bridge and, of course, the ss
Great Britain in the Floating Harbour.
And the ss Great Britain is where
my story starts and closes – August 24,
1852 – Harry Brooke is sitting on the aft
deck, just beneath the mizzen mast, en
route to Melbourne and very unsure
of his future. A lady approaches him
formally, in her nurses’ uniform and one
can imagine a Florence Nightingale type
character in both style and appearance:
“I’m Sister Mary from St
Bartholomew’s Hospital London. Are you
emigrating to Australia like the others?”
“No, I’m working for Mr Brunel, head
of deputies under Captain Matthews.
I’m Harry Brooke,” he says, holding out
his hand.
“Oh! So are you planning to return to
England?” she asks quietly.
“I’m not sure. You see, I allowed my
best friend to get killed by a madman
and lost the one woman I ever loved.”
“My Goodness, Mr Brooke! Would
you like to talk about it?”
“Maybe,” he says quietly, “maybe...”
And this opening scene provides the
lead-in to the main story. Because of
course, we want to hear Harry’s story.
We want to know what happened to
him. His best friend gets killed and he
loses his true love? How? Why?
In the form of the narrative, we can
just read the next chapter, the break is
obvious. In a radio drama we have to
hear the next scene. It has to blend in
continuously.
And so the sound of the sea, of
flapping sails and wind dissolves to
piano; Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata,
to be soft and melodic and played by

The launch of the ss Great Britain, 1843. The iconic ship plays an important role in Wallace’s tale

Painting by Joseph Walter. Image supplied courtesy of Dominic Rowe, ss Great Britain Trust

Train at Box station, location for the final scene of One Single Ticket
Painting by Sean Bolan, image supplied courtesy of artist

Isabelle, Brunel’s niece from Paris.
The scene is set at Brunel’s hotel.

The characters

I wanted to create a relationship
between IKB and Isabelle that is almost
competitive, but humorous too. Finely
balanced, but having respect for the era.
He, the great engineer; and her, a trifling
music student!
When Thomas Guppy, Brunel’s close
friend and fellow GWR engineer arrives
at the hotel, we hear a little by-play
between the men, which I hope makes
the point.
“The child is tiresome sometimes

Guppy,” says Brunel, mildly irritated.
“She’s hardly a child, chief. What
is she now, 22? A woman. And a very
striking one, quite beautiful in fact. She’s
the toast of Clifton society!”
“Tsch! Come, Guppy. We have urgent
matters to discuss. Not frivolity.
“And Mr Brooke is on his way!”
Huge thanks to Eleni Papavasileiou,
curator of the library and archive at the
ss Great Britain Trust, Jess Hellens and
Dominic Rowe. They have been very kind
throughout my research and given me
unlimited access to both the archive and
the ship.
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